
Oakhill Road,

Torquay,

Devon.

25/04/13

To Whom It may concern,

I have lived In Oakhlll Road the
Barton Road entrance for four years now and have had a constant battle with parking issues. My family
of which )are unable to visit as there are always vehicles parked on the pavement and
my( — )is unable to get his mobility scooter down the pavement. My has the same
problem but he walks ~ The police refuse to do anything about this and their
solution was to tell them to walk into the road and round the vehicles, This is very dangerous as the cars
are driven quickly here and they would not be able to dodge oncoming traffic easily. One of the main
culprits is and owner of a van which parks to the! - Ion the pavement on double yellow
lines obscuring my view so it is also dangerous for me to leave~ as Ian, unable to see what
traffic is coming but If he was not there It would be other vehicles. Also I have issues with people parking
outsld& making it impossible to for me to access and egress , I have spent one
Boxing day and two New years eve blocked in my own house unable to leave and that is Just three
occasions. lam a ~worIcer and on too many occasions I have had to ring the police to move vehicles
parked outside, preventing me from going to work and on one occasion the police would not
move the vehicle as the driver had been drinking. I have constant battles with neIghbours parking
outside — frhich is unacceptable. The introduction of bollards and double yellow lines would be
an absolute God send to me and my family allowing them tovisit and walk down a council owned
pavement unhindered and safely and allowing me to sleep knowing that I can go to work
without having to move cars to do so which I can say since I have been here I have been unable to do.
There is also the fact that in the evening you can’t get a fire engine or ambulance down the road
because of the poor parking. People on the estate have one parking space per property and the ones
that bought properties here with two and three cars are just selfish thinking they can obstruct others
and make the pavements unsafe. Unless there is action taken to resolve this issue it is an accident
waiting to happen and I pray to God Its not my parents or a mother pushing a pram. Please please put
the lines and boilards In place even if you only extend the lines outside my house and put bollards on
the Barton Road entrance up as far as the first underpass. If I can assist you in any way please don’t
hesitate to contact me1 - as I can provide photographic
evidence to prove my case. Thank you for your help

yours sincerely
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Thursday 251h April 2013

BDrouRh of Torbay Amendment Order No.2 2013

We both agree with this proposal and wish to thank the Council for making this proposal.

We also wish to advise your Committee about constant infringements of the one way system on
Ebdon Way.

Drivers are coming from Ebdon Way against the one way system into Barton Road.

Please take whatever steps required to ensure that this practise is Stopped before any serious
collision takes place.

yours Aye,
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